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Abstract — Mobile social networking is social networking sites where individuals with similar interests 
communicate and connect with one another through their mobile phone. Much like web-based social networking, 
mobile social networking is mainly in practical communities. Taking an example of a social networking websites, 
like Facebook, is to make mobile apps to offer their users instant and real-time access from their device. Safety 
issues (including security, privacy, and trust) in mobile social networks are concerned about the condition of being 
protected against differing types of failure, damage, error, accidents, harm or any other non unwanted activities. 
However, lack of a protective infrastructure in these networks has turned them in to convenient targets for various 
risk. This is the main impulse why Microsoft Network carry different and complex safety concerns and squeeze 
conflicting safety challenging problems. 

 
The rationale behind this work paper is to research the threats to privacy that come up while users not 
haveanhonestjudgmentofprivacyconsciousnessand apprehension when using social networking sites. At this 
juncture the dilemma of matching user profiles depending on profile’s features is addressed in this pa- per. Profile 
matching is process during which to 2 users are paired evaluated supported their individual profiles. This particular 
approach, though, clashes with users’ increasing privacy concerns regarding revealing their individual profiles to 
absolute unfamiliar persons. Our work is as well regarding matching profiles that facilitate two users to execute 
profile matching with no need of revealing any kind of information about their individualprofiles. 
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I. Introduction 

 
A social networking service could also be a platform to make social networks or social relations among folks that 
share interests, activities, backgrounds or real-life connections. A social network service consists of a 
representation of each user (often a profile), his or her social links, and a selection of additional services. Social 
net- works are web-based services that allow individuals to make a public profile, to make an 
inventoryofuserswithwhomtoshareconnections,and consider and cross the connections within the system. Most 
social network services are web-based and providemeansforuserstointeractovertheonline,like e-mail and instant 
messaging. Social network sites are varied and that they incorporate new information and communication tools 
like mobile connectivity, photo/video/ sharing andblogging. 

 

More and more, the line between mobile and webis being blurred as mobile apps use existing social net- 
works to create native communities and promote discovery, and web-based social networks take 
advantageofmobilefeaturesandaccessibility. 

 

As mobile web evolved from proprietary mobile technologies and networks, to full mobile access to the 
Internet,thedistinctionchangedtothefollowingtypes: 

Web based social networks being extended for mobile access through mobile browsers and smartphone apps and 
Native mobile social networks with dedicated specialised inmobileuselikemobilecommunication,locationbased 
servicesandaugmentedreality,requiringmobiledevices andtechnology.However,mobileandweb-basedsocial 
networking systems often work symbiotically tospread content, increase accessibility and connect users from 
whereverthey're. 
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Privacy concerns with social networking services are raised growing concerns amongst users on the risks of giving 
out an excessive amount of personal information and therefore the threat of sexual predators. Users of those 
services also got to remember of knowledge theft or viruses. However, large services, like MySpace and Netlog , 
often work withenforcementtoundertaketostopsuchincidents. 

In addition, there's a perceived privacy threat in reference to placing an excessive amount of personal information 
within the hands of huge corporations or governmental bodies, allowing a profile to be produced on an 
individual’s behavior on which decisions, detrimental to a private , could also be taken. 

Furthermore, there's a problem over the control of data—information that was altered or removed by the user may 
actually be retained and passed to 3rd parties. This danger was highlighted when the con- troversial social 
networking site Quechup harvestede- mail addresses from users’ e-mail accounts to be used during a 
spammingoperation. 

 

Privacy on social networking sites are often undermined by many factors. for instance , users may disclose personal 
information, sites might not take adequate steps to guard user privacy, and third parties frequently use information 
posted on social networks foravarietyofpurposes.―Forinternetgeneration, social net- working sites became the well-
liked forum forsocialinteractions,fromposturingandroleplaying to easily soundingoff. 

 

However, because such forums are relatively easy to access, posted content can be reviewed by anyone with an 
interest in the users’ personal information‖. 

 

Privacy concerns are found to differ between users consistent with gender and personality. Women are less likely to 
publish information that reveals methods of contacting them. Personality measures openness, extraversion, and 
conscientiousness were found to positivelyaffectthewillingnesstodisclosedata,while neuroticism decreases the 
willingness to disclose personalinformation.Manysocialnetworksprovidea web environment for people to speak and 
exchange personal information for dating purposes. Intentions can vary from trying to find a 1 time date, short-term 
relation- ships, and long-termrelationships. 

 

Most of those social networks, a bit like online dating services, require users to offer out certain pieces of in- 
formation. This usually includes a user’s age, gender, location, interests, and maybe an image . Releasing very 
personal information is typically discouraged for safety reasons. this enables other users to look or be searched by 
some kind of criteria, but at an equivalent time people can maintain a degree of anonymity similar to most online 
dating services. 

 

Online dating sites are almost like social networks within the sense that users create profiles to satisfy and 
communicate with others, but their activities on such sites are for the only purpose of finding an individual of 
interestsofar.Socialnetworksdon'tnecessarilyneedto be for dating; many users simply use it for keeping in- tuned 
with friends, andcolleagues. 

 

However, a crucial difference between social networks and online dating services is that the incontrovertible fact 
that online dating sites usually require a fee, where social networks are free. This difference is one among the 
reasons the web dating industry is seeing a huge de- crease in revenue thanks to many users opting to use social 
networking services instead. Many popularonline dating services like Match.com, Yahoo Personals, and 
eHarmony.com are seeing a decrease in users, where social networks like MySpace and Facebook are 
experiencinganincreaseinusers. 

 
II. ProfileMatching 

 

Profile matching are often explained as process during which two users evaluating their personal profiles and 
is usually the primary step. Profile matching, although, clashes with users increasing privacy apprehensions about 
revealing their individual profiles to total unfamiliar persons before deciding to interact with them. 

 


